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Moon Spotlight Adirondacks is a 70-page compact guide covering the best of the Adirondacks,

including the Fort Ticonderoga, the Hyde Collection, the Olympic Ski Jump Complex, and Sackets

Harbor. Seasoned traveler and author Sascha Zuger offers her firsthand advice on must-see

attractions and activities, and sightseeing highlight maps make planning your time easy. This

lightweight guide is packed with recommendations on entertainment, shopping, recreation,

accommodations, food, and transportation, making navigating this vast, unusual refuge

uncomplicated and enjoyable.
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After spending a decade dedicated to exploring most of the world, Sascha Zuger is quite certain the

only place she could happily call home is the wild, beautiful state of New York.Though firmly

ensconced in the tiny Catskill mountain village of Woodstock, Sascha frequently makes the short

journey to NYC to take advantage of the arts, culture, and pure energy of the city&#151;whether

taking in a Broadway show, new eatery or exhibit opening, or loitering in her favorite Greenwich

Village coffee shop.Sascha enjoys sharing her passion for travel and the hidden gems unearthed

during her wanderings in dozens of publications, including National Geographic Traveler, Gourmet,

O Magazine, Food Network Magazine, Cookie, WIRED, The Washington Post, the Los Angeles

Times, and in her occasional commentary for NPR-affiliate KWMU.Much of Sascha&#39;s former

life as a sailor and world-wandering, dolphin-training, shark-diving beach bum can be read about in



her novels, Girl Overboard and Will Work for Prom Dress (under the pseudonym Aimee Ferris); her

memoir, Dancing Under Water; and "Sacrifice PlayÃ¢â‚¬Â•, her contribution to the essay collection

Blessings: Reflections on Gratitude, Love, and What Makes Us Happy.

There is a number for Empire boat tours that hasn't been active for over 10 years. While this book

offers some great suggestions you should check the listings before your trip. In a time when

everyone is on the internet it isn't hard to search for tours and accomadations.The thousand islands

region is one of our favorite spots. While the author finds Boldt Castle dreary, most people we know

and ourselves are fascinated by touring the castle and it's restoration is just about complete. The

billiard room is gorgeous and the castle hosts many weddings.

This guide is called a Spotlight since it covers only a part of their bigger New York Guide, which is

just what I wanted. As usual, you will find historical stuff and comprehensive listings here you won''t

find elsewhere.

Great book. Love it. Received it in less than a week. Has lots of great information in it so we can

plan our trip.
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